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The Buick Skylark is a passenger car produced by Buick. The model was made in six
production runs, during 46 years, over which the car's design varied dramatically due to
changing technology, tastes, and new standards implemented over the years. It was named for
the species of bird called skylark. Created to mark Buick's 50th anniversary, [2] the Roadmaster
Skylark joined the Oldsmobile 98 Fiesta and Cadillac Series 62 Eldorado as top-of-the-line,
limited-production specialty convertibles introduced in by General Motors to promote its design
leadership. Nevertheless, many languished in dealer showrooms and were eventually sold at
discount. Production ran for two years. Based on the model 76R two-door Roadmaster
convertible, the Skylark designated model 76X had identical dimensions except height , almost
identical appearance, shared its drive train, and had all its standard equipment, plus its few
remaining options, including power windows, power brakes, full carpeting, and a "Selectronic"
AM radio. It debuted full-cutout wheel openings, a styling cue that spread to the main Buick line.
Accenting its lowered, notched beltline was a new " Sweepspear " running almost the entire
length of the vehicle, a styling cue that was to appear in various forms on many Buick models
over the years. The Skylark was handmade in many respects. Only stampings for the hood,
trunk lid, and a portion of the convertible tub were shared with the Roadmaster and Super
convertibles. All Skylark tubs were finished with various amounts of lead filler. The inner doors
were made by cutting the 2-door Roadmaster's in two then welding the pieces back together at
an angle to produce the rakish door dip. An overall more streamlined look was reinforced by
cutting the windshield almost 3 inches 7. Seat frames and steering column were then dropped
to provide proper headroom and driving position. Front legroom was The Skylark returned in
with radically restyled styling unique to the Buick line, [4] which included wheel cutouts that
could be painted in a contrasting color to the body's. The trunk was sloped into a semi-barrel,
and tail lights moved to large chromed fins projecting atop the rear fenders. Once again, all
Skylarks were built as two-door convertibles and carried the same luxury equipment as before,
but front leg room dropped 2. The Skylark once again had unique sheet metal stampings for its
elongated wheel cutouts and new semi-barrel trunk, though fabrication was done without hand
labor. The hood ornament was unique, adopted the following year across the Buick product
line. In the fall of , General Motors introduced a trio of new compact cars for the model year that
shared the same chassis, engines, and basic sheet metal: the Buick Special , Pontiac Tempest ,
and Oldsmobile F The Special's styling was strongly influenced by the new corporate look
shared with the larger LeSabre , Invicta , and Electra also introduced in In the middle of the
model year the Buick Special Skylark made its debut. Effectively a luxury trim level, it was
based on a two-door sedan also referred to as a coupe , [7] it featured unique Skylark emblems,
taillight housings, lower-body side moldings, turbine wheel covers, and a vinyl-covered roof. A
plush all-vinyl interior was standard, with bucket seats available as an option. Instrumentation
was minimal, consisting of only a speedometer and fuel gauge. For the model year, the Skylark
became a model in its own right. It used the previous year's basic sheet metal but was available
in two new body styles: a two-door convertible coupe shared with the Special and Special
Deluxe models and a two-door pillarless hardtop unique to it. In , the Skylark Special was also
the first American car to use a V6 engine in volume production; it earned Motor Trend ' s Car of
the Year for In , the Special's body was restyled and minor changes made to the interior,
particularly to the dash and instrument cluster. The Special was available as a two-door pillared
hardtop coupe, a four dour sedan , a convertible, and a station wagon. The two speed "Dual
Path Turbine Drive" automatic was a Buick design and shared no common parts with the better
known Chevrolet Power-Glide transmission. Two prototypes were made for , each with a unique
body. One a convertible and the other a hardtop. They had features from the '61, '62, and the '63
production models. Some features, such as the two 4-barrel carburetors, were left out of the
production-line Skylarks. Of the two prototypes, only the hardtop still exists and resides with its
owner in Michigan. It is possible the convertible prototype still exists in the Sloan Museum
collection. The Skylarks used the same chassis and wheelbase as the previous and models, but
adopted new sheet metal that featured boxier styling. The Skylark was available as a two-door
convertible coupe or a two-door pillarless hardtop coupe. The Special shared most sheet metal
with the Skylark, but was available as a convertible, station wagon as well as two- and four-door
sedans. Transmission choices were a "three on the tree" manual transmission , a floor-shifted
Borg-Warner T four-speed manual, or a two-speed automatic. Instrument panel padding and a
cigarette lighter was standard. Beginning with the model year, the dressed-up compact Skylark
trim level had enough sales to merit its own separate line. Both Buicks had a length of The
standard cubic-inch-displacement, aluminum-block V8 engine was discontinued, and the
associated tooling eventually was sold to the British manufacturer, Rover. They produced the
Rover V8 engine , manufacturing several additional versions for use in its sedans, Land Rover
sport utility vehicles, and trucks until It was almost 30 cu. A long-throw, 4-speed Hurst shifter

was available. For the model, cast-iron blocks and heads were used for all engines. For the first
time, a four-door sedan was offered in addition to the two-door convertible, two-door sedan, and
hardtop coupe. Specials and Special Deluxes only came in pillared coupe versions. All Skylarks
would have higher levels of exterior and interior trim than the Special and Special Deluxe from
which they were derived. The sedan would come with cloth-and-vinyl seats standard, with an
all-vinyl interior optional. All-vinyl bucket seats were standard on the convertible and optional
on the hardtop coupe. The Skylark Coupe had a lower, more road-hugging profile than the other
models. Buick's traditional VentiPorts were integrated into the front half rub strip that ran the
entire length of the vehicle, with later versions appearing vertically stacked as on the Buick
Wildcat. Inspired in no small part by the sales success of the Pontiac Tempest , LeMans , and
GTO , a Gran Sport option became available in mid , offered as a coupe, hardtop or convertible.
Unique Gran Sport badging, a heavy-duty radiator, and dual exhaust were also added. In the
model year, the pillared four-door sedan was replaced by a four-door hardtop. The four-door
sedan would rejoin the lineup for the model year, making a total of five Skylark body styles. The
cu. In Skylarks included the Federally-mandated safety equipment as other U. The Gran Sport
became the Gran Sport to reflect its engine. A Gran Sport was added, using the cubic-inch V8,
available only as a two-door hardtop coupe. The model year was one of significant change for
the Buick Skylark. All of GM's mid-sized cars received all-new sheet metal, incorporating a
semi- fastback appearance, which was a revival of a streamlining on all GM products from until
as demonstrated on the Buick Super Club Coupe sedanette. More Federally mandated safety
features improved occupant protection and accident avoidance, including side marker lights,
shoulder belts on all models built after January 1, , and parking lights that illuminated with
headlights. V8 GS , using the 2 door Skylark body and chassis. In a reshuffling of models in the
lineup, the Special Deluxe replaced the previous Special. The Skylark nameplate was shuffled
down a notch to replace the previous Special Deluxe. The previous Skylark was replaced by a
new Skylark Custom. The basic Skylark was available as a two-door hardtop coupe or a
four-door sedan. The Skylark Custom came as a two-door convertible coupe, two-door hardtop
coupe, four-door hardtop sedan, or four-door sedan. The previous V6 was discontinued and the
associated tooling was sold to Kaiser Industries, which used the V6 in its Jeep trucks and sport
utility vehicles. The Buick Special name was dropped after the model year. A locking steering
column with a new, rectangular ignition key became standard on all GM cars except Corvair ,
one year ahead of the Federal requirement. For , the mid-sized Buicks once again received new
sheet metal and the Buick Skylark name was moved down another notch, replacing the previous
entry-level Buick Special. Two-door models shared their roofline with the Chevelle , distinct
from that of the shared Pontiac LeMans and Oldsmobile Cutlass. The two-door sedan was
unique to Buick, sharing its roofline as the hardtop but having a thick "B" pillar , with Buick's
traditional " Sweepspear " feature appearing as a crease running the length of the vehicle.
Chevrolet did not offer a pillared coupe for the Chevelle from to ; all two-doors were hardtops.
Replacing the previous Buick Skylark was the Buick Skylark , available as a two-door hardtop
coupe or four-door sedan with the cubic-inch V8 as standard equipment. This cubic-inch engine
was a different design than the Chevy's CID engine 4. The Skylark Custom continued to be
available, also using the cubic-inch V8 as standard equipment and still available as a two-door
convertible coupe, two-door hardtop coupe, four-door hardtop sedan, and four-door sedan.
Buick Gran Sport models continued to be available as a separate series. The Buick Sport
Wagon name was now used on a conventional four-door station wagon that no longer featured
a raised roof with glass panels over the cargo area, or a longer wheelbase, as in the past. It
became, in effect, a Buick Skylark four-door station wagon in all respects but the name. It was
now available as a two-door sedan in addition to the previous two-door hardtop coupe and
four-door sedan. During this model year many pollution controls were added to the engines,
Compression was lowered, engines had to accept leaded and unleaded gas, and spark timing
was retarded no vacuum advance in lower gears while driving in lower gears to reduce
emissions. For , the base Buick Skylark used the cubic-inch V8 with the 2-barrel Rochester
carburetor now putting out horsepower as standard equipment. Skylark Customs were available
with the same cubic-inch V8 engines available in the basic Skylark and the Skylark The Custom
had an upgraded interior and dash with some extra chrome. Convertibles only came in the
Skylark Customs and the Skylark s. Since Centurys were available with Gran Sport trim, the
Gran Sport name was once again reduced to being an option package. As this generation
Skylark was "downsized", the next larger coupe and sedan to take the market position that the
Skylark formerly occupied was the all-new Buick Regal. In addition, there was a very plain,
lower-priced Skylark "S" available only as a two-door sedan with minimal interior and exterior
trim. The standard engine for the Buick Skylarks was Buick's own cubic-inch 3. Buick
purchased back the tooling for the engine from American Motors, which acquired them when

the company purchased the Kaiser Jeep division from Kaiser Industries. The Apollo used
Chevrolet's cubic-inch 4. Optional engines included the Oldsmobile cubic-inch 4. In , the 5. The
cubic-inch 4. For the model year, it was replaced by a pair of V8 engines. The grille was also
modified lightly for , without the horizontal division and with a somewhat heavier appearance.
Available as an option in was a cubic-inch 4. Also available was a cubic-inch 5. The Buick-built
5. Beginning with the model year, Chevrolet's 5. The s also received some very light cosmetic
changes to the corner lights and grille. The model year was short because, midway through it,
the all-new models were introduced early. Buick Skylarks were assembled in Iran four-door
sedans only from to and again from to under the brand name of "Buick Iran". The first
generations were known as B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, from until , and the second and last generation
was known as the B2 and B3 from until These cars were equipped with a 5. A total of 40, GM
cars were produced between and in Iran. These models were basically the same as those built
in the U. The production continued from to on a part-time basis. Since the spare parts and the
assembly-line equipment were not used between and The â€” Skylark was Buick's badge
engineered version of GM's new X-body architecture, shared with the Chevrolet Citation ,
Pontiac Phoenix , and Oldsmobile Omega and would bear some resemblance to the larger
G-body mid-size cars. GM's X-body would also become the basis for GM's A-body mid-size cars
that would be introduced as models. The new Skylark was introduced in the spring of as an
early model featuring front-wheel drive , MacPherson strut front suspension and transversely
mounted engine. The new optional 60 degree 2. This platform became the basis for nearly all
following GM front-wheel drive vehicles, but like the other X-body cars was plagued by
numerous reports of a tendency to lock the rear wheels upon braking , causing it to lose control
and crash. The Skylark was available in two- or four-door sedan bodystyles, and in base, Sport,
or Limited trims. The standard 2. The optional 2. A four-speed manual overdrive transaxle was
standard with a three-speed automatic transaxle as an option. For the model year, the base 2.
Also for the model year, the Skylark received a mild facelift in the form of a new grille the front
parking lamps moved from outside the headlights to inside. In model year , the base Skylark
became the Skylark Custom. The Sport model was replaced by the T-Type, which was available
only as a two-door coupe and came with the high-output version of the 2. In , the last year of
production, the X-body Skylark was available only as a four-door sedan in Custom or Limited
trim, as the two-door coupe was replaced by Buick's new Somerset Regal coupe, built on GM's
new N-body platform, shared with Pontiac's revived Grand Am and the new Oldsmobile Calais.
For the grille was again redesigned, as was the rear. The taillights were wider and the license
plate was moved down to the bumper, while a "Buick" plate appeared where the taillights had
been. For the model year, the two-door Skylark coupe was replaced by the Somerset Regal ,
built on the Oldsmobile-developed N-body platform. The "Somerset" name had previously been
used as a trim package on the Regal. The Pontiac-produced Iron Duke engine continued from
the Skylark, but an Isuzu -sourced five-speed manual transmission replaced the four-speed as
standard equipment. A new 3. The Somerset featured an all-digital instrument cluster. For , the
Skylark sedan was shifted to the N platform and redesigned to match its coupe stablemate,
which dropped the "Regal" suffix from its same. It remained available in either Custom or
Limited trim levels, and gained the powertrain options from the Somerset but retained
conventional analog gauges. Beginning with the model year, the four-door Skylark was
available as a sporty T-Type model. In mid-model year, Skylark models had door-mounted
automatic seat belts. For models, the Somerset name was dropped and Buick's two-door
N-body compact would share the Skylark nameplate with its four-door counterparts. A new
engine option for models was the fuel-injected, Oldsmobile-designed 2. On models, a
fuel-injected 3. A new LE package become available on four-door sedans that featured a vinyl
roof that covered part of the rear side windows. The three-speed automatic transaxle became
standard for For , a new base Skylark was added, moving the Custom model up to replace the
Limited. The LE "Luxury Edition" sedan would become a full-fledged model. The Skylark was a
continuation of the lineup, with virtually no change made to the outward appearance of the car.
There were minor mechanical changes made to the Skylark's optional 3. Radical new
wedge-shaped styling appeared in , with a sharply pointed grille reminiscent of s Buick Special.
The Skylark's new aerodynamic body had a low 0. The pointed grille appearance was revived
during the mids on all Buick products. It was initially offered in two- and four-door body styles
and in base and Gran Sport versions. The base engine was the 2. The optional 3. All Skylarks
came with the three-speed automatic transaxle. For the model year, the base model was
replaced by Custom and Limited trims. For , a new 3. The Limited coupe was dropped for , but
returned for Mechanical changes for the model year included the upgrading of the standard 2.
The three-speed automatic transaxle continued to be standard with the base four-cylinder
engine, but a new four-speed automatic electronically controlled 4TE was optional with the

4-cylinder engine and standard with the V6. Skylark received a facelift for the model year in the
form of a more conventional-looking grille. The previous 2. The previous three-speed automatic
transaxle was discontinued and the four-speed automatic became standard on all Skylarks.
Buick offered an "Olympic Gold" edition of the Skylark to commemorate the th anniversary of
the Olympic Games. There were only minor changes to the lineup for the model year, which was
the last year that it would be available to the public in showrooms. A single-model Skylark
sedan was produced for fleet-only sales, mostly to auto rental companies. Most of these
models, the last year that Buick used the Skylark name, were eventually resold to the general
public as used cars. After the Skylark's discontinuation, Buick did not produce another compact
car until Buick Verano. Production ended on December 4, The Skylark production line in
Lansing was retooled to build the â€” Chevrolet Malibu. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Prior to , this position had been retained by the full-size Buick Special model â€” The name
originated with the GM Le Sabre show car designed by Harley Earl ; that car is often mistakenly
attributed to the Buick division but in fact it was presented as a GM vehicle without reference to
a specific GM division. LeSabre is French for "the sabre ". The LeSabre nameplate made its first
appearance on the Le Sabre show car , [1] which introduced the world to aircraft-inspired
design elements such as the wrap-around windshield and tail fins. There is a V12 for the Buick
LeSabre 5. In LeSabre became the new moniker for what had previously been known as the
Buick Special. The Buick LeSabre was offered in a full line of body styles except between and
when its station wagon variant was dropped from Buick's full-size offerings. In , the LeSabre
was downsized along with other GM full-size models, and was available only in pillared coupe,
sedan and wagon body styles. In addition to being Buick's entry level vehicle, the LeSabre was
consistently Buick's best selling full-size car. From to , the LeSabre was powered by a
cubic-inch V8 , which was smaller than the cubic-inch V8 used in the more expensive Invicta
and Electra models. Starting in , all LeSabre models except the Estate Wagon shared their
drivetrains with the midsize Buick models by switching to those models' smaller-displacement
V8s at least as standard equipment for the next few years with cubic-inch displacements of
â€”65 , â€”67 and â€” A large-displacement would not reappear in a LeSabre until when a
cubic-inch V8 was introduced as an option and was offered through Beginning with the
downsized models and continuing through three subsequent generations of front-drive
LeSabres introduced in , and , Buick's 3. For most years from to , a three-speed manual
transmission was standard equipment on all LeSabres but rarely ordered. Far more popular was
the Turbine Drive automatic transmission previously known as Dynaflow along with power
steering and power brakes. For and , the automatic transmission was standard on the LeSabre
and all other full-sized Buicks but in was moved back to the option list on LeSabres. For , the
Dynaflow-based Turbine Drive was replaced by two new automatic transmissions, the
two-speed Super Turbine and the three-speed Super Turbine A four-speed manual transmission
was offered as a LeSabre option from to but only a small number of cars were so equipped.
Automatic transmissions would once again reappear as standard equipment on LeSabres in
mid and continue in such form until the model line's demise after LeSabres were rear-drive
six-passenger vehicles from to station wagons through featuring separate body-on-frame
construction along with a longitudinally mounted front engine. The first downsized generation
of LeSabres introduced in retained the rear-drive and body-on-frame construction, while the
later-generation models introduced in switched to front-wheel-drive, unit-body construction and
transversely mounted engine. Convertibles were offered each year through while two- and
four-door hardtops were dropped after and only pillared body styles were offered from to

Station wagons were offered through and then dropped for several years until being
reintroduced in and continued until after which year they were moved to the revived
Roadmaster series. LeSabres come in two versions: Custom and Limited. LeSabre and all other
Buicks not only got new names, but all-new styling as well, adopting the new GM B- and C-body
used on all of the corporation's full-sized cars the larger C-body used in the Electra as well as
the Oldsmobile 98 and all Cadillacs was basically a stretched out B-body rather than a distinct
body and chassis for â€” Wheelbases increased by one inch on all models. The new styling
included slanted headlights in front along with a chromey square grille somewhat similar to the
Buick and "Delta-wing" fins back along with round taillights. The appearance was shared with
two other Buick models, the mid-level Invicta and the top model Electra. In standard form, the
engine delivered horsepower with a two-barrel carburetor and Optionally available was a
four-barrel version of the rated at horsepower. A three-speed "Triple Turbine" Dynaflow variant
was also available. Power steering and power brakes were optional and all Buicks used the
unique inch finned aluminum brake drums for improved stopping power that were originally
introduced on the Roadmaster. The LeSabre received a major facelift, the new body design
sharing only the roof and trunk lid with the model. The new Buick now sported a concave grille
and horizontal headlights centered by Buick's then-new "Tri-Shield" logo, which is still in use
today. Reintroduced to Electras and other Buicks for were the chrome " VentiPort " portholes
first introduced in and last seen in LeSabre and Invicta models had three portholes while
Electras and Electra s were "four-holers". Inside, a revised instrument panel featured
"Mirromatic", where the speedometer, odometer and any warning light indicators are reflected
from an adjustable tilt mirror inside the dashboard for comfortable viewing that would reduce
unwanted glare and reflection. A new two-spoke steering wheel with horn bars was introduced,
replacing the time-honored horn ring then still common to most automobiles. The and
horsepower cubic-inch V8s were continued from , but a new no-cost option was a horsepower
lower-compression two-barrel version of the with a lower compression ratio to permit use of
regular-grade gasoline instead of the premium fuel required with all other Buick engines.
LeSabre and all other full-sized Buicks joined by the compact Special this year were completely
restyled for featuring finless rear ends, more restrained use of chrome, and boxier sheetmetal.
Inside were revised instrument panels retaining the "Mirrormatic" speedometer and new
upholstery trims. The two-speed Turbine Drive Dynaflow automatic transmission was standard
equipment on LeSabres and all other full-sized Buicks this year, although a manual
transmission was also available. The Buick LeSabre was only moderately changed from the
previous year with bodies taking on a few extra inches to give them a longer look along with
new grilles and taillights. Two-door hardtop coupes received a new convertible-like roofline
complete with simulated bows. Under the hood, the cubic-inch V8 was replaced by the larger
cubic-inch V8 used in Invictas and Electra s. LeSabres came standard with a two-barrel
high-compression Optional at extra cost was the four-barrel horsepower which was standard on
the Invicta, Electra and the mid-year Invicta-based Wildcat coupe. Inside, interiors were mildly
revised with the "Mirrormatic" speedometer replaced by a conventional horizontal sweep unit.
The LeSabre received a major facelift with even boxier body contours than models and revised
rooflines on four-door hardtop sedans. Inside was a new instrument panel with round
instruments shared with other big Buicks and the new personal-luxury Riviera coupe. The same
assortment of cubic-inch V8s was carried over from but the three-speed manual transmission
returned as standard equipment with the two-speed Turbine Drive automatic reverted to the
option list. A new and rarely ordered option this year was a floor-mounted four-speed manual
transmission. Minor facelifting with new grille and horizontal taillights replacing the 's vertical
units highlighted the LeSabre. A somewhat better equipped "Custom" version also joined the
lineup this year, easily identifiable by its full length chrome side molding with a brushed metal
insert. The regular LeSabre had a narrow trim piece on the rear third of the body. In standard
form, the was rated at horsepower with two-barrel carburetor and 9 to 1 compression ratio for
use of regular fuel. Optionally available was a horsepower version of the same engine with
four-barrel carburetor and higher 11 to 1 compression ratio mandating the use of premium fuel.
Replacing the old Dynaflow-based two-speed automatic transmission were two new Super
Turbine automatics. The two-speed Super Turbine shared with the intermediate-sized cars was
available with the standard two-barrel V8 while the three-speed Super Turbine shared with other
big Buicks and Rivieras was standard with the four-barrel and optional with the standard engine
as well as the in the Estate Wagon. The standard transmission with the base two-barrel V8 was
a three-speed column shift manual and a four-speed manual was available as an option with
either engine. The new ST transmission carried over the variable pitch torque converter from
the Dynaflow that had been used since the mids, while the first year for the ST featured a
fixed-pitch converter. LeSabre and other full-sized Buicks were completely restyled for the

model year, featuring more rounded bodylines and Coke-bottle profiles with semi-fastback
rooflines on two-door hardtop coupes. Body styles were unchanged from except for the station
wagon, which was dropped in favor of the stretched intermediate Special-based Buick Sport
Wagon which featured a raised rear roof and glass skylight over the back seat similar to the
Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser. Starting in , the LeSabre was available in two trim levels , the base
LeSabre and the LeSabre Custom, which featured a more luxurious interior trim and also
included the convertible body style not available in the base LeSabre line. Drivetrains were
unchanged from with the horsepower two-barrel carbureted cubic-inch V8 the standard
powerplant on all models with a standard three-speed manual transmission or optional
four-speed manual or two-speed Super Turbine automatic. Available at extra cost with the new
LeSabre "" package was the horsepower cubic-inch V8 with four-barrel carburetion and The
package also included the more desirable Super Turbine "" three-speed automatic transmission
also found in Buick's higher-priced Wildcat, Electra and Riviera models. Buick's
engineâ€”transmission practice was similar to that of GM's Chevrolet Division, which at that
time only offered the two-speed Powerglide automatic with most of its engine offerings in
full-sized vehicles, requiring buyers who preferred the similar three-speed Turbo-Hydramatic
basically the same transmission under a different name to order one of the larger V8 engines.
Both Pontiac and Oldsmobile offered the Turbo Hydra-Matic on all of their full-sized cars with
any engine offering, and three-speed automatics were also the norm on big cars from GM's
medium-priced competitors such as the Chrysler Newport and Mercury Monterey , which
offered the TorqueFlite and Cruise-O-Matic transmissions, respectively. New grilles and
four-segmented taillights highlighted the facelifted LeSabre models. Also new was a revised
instrument panel with a horizontal sweep speedometer replacing the round pod instruments
and new interior door handles. Both base and Custom level series were continued. New
standard safety features included a padded instrument panel, outside driver-side rear view
mirror and backup lights. Under the hood, the cubic-inch V8 was replaced by a larger cubic-inch
V8 rated at horsepower with two-barrel carburetor and available with either a standard
three-speed manual transmission or optional two-speed automatic, but the four-speed manual
was dropped from the option list. Ordering the LeSabre option upgraded the buyer to a
horsepower with four-barrel carburetor and higher Somewhat more rounded sheet metal and a
swoopier fastback roofline for the two-door hardtop highlighted the LeSabre but chassis and
inner body were unchanged along with drivetrains. Both base and Custom-level LeSabres were
continued. New options for included front disc brakes and a stereo 8-track tape player. The
standard drum brakes were upgraded with more cooling fins and a dual-master cylinder system
was introduced. Engine and transmission offerings were unchanged from The LeSabre received
a minor facelift including new grilles and taillights along with concealed windshield wipers.
Inside was a revised instrument panel with square speedometer surrounded by other
instruments with minor trim revisions for both base and Custom models. A new cubic-inch V8
replaced the previous In standard form the V8 delivered horsepower with two-barrel carburetor
and 9 to 1 compression ratio and came with a standard three-speed manual transmission or
optional two-speed Super Turbine automatic. The "LeSabre " option package included a
horsepower four-barrel V8 with The "Switch-Pitch" torque converter used in conjunction with
the Super Turbine automatic transmission was discontinued in favor of a standard torque
converter. The LeSabre received new sheetmetal with more squared off styling than the models
including a formal roofline on coupes replacing the semi-fastback of previous years. Though
the model was extensively restyled with new sheetmetal, the basic chassis and inner body
structure were retained, along with the roofline of the four-door pillared sedans though vent
windows were dropped on all models. Headrests, previously optional, were now standard
equipment due to a federal safety mandate. The LeSabre and other Buicks also received a new
steering column mounted ignition switch relocated from the instrument panel that also locked
the steering wheel when the transmission was in Park. Also new was a variable-ratio power
steering unit along with revised front suspension geometry for improved ride and handling
under Buick's tradename of Accu-Drive. Steel rails were also built into the doors and rear
quarter panels on coupes and convertibles for improved side impact protection as was the case
with all GM B- and C-body cars. Powertrains were unchanged from with the horsepower
two-barrel V8 standard and available with a three-speed manual transmission or the two-speed
Super Turbine automatic while the LeSabre "" package once again included a horsepower
four-barrel engine and three-speed Super Turbine automatic. Only minor detail changes
including grille and taillight revisions were made to the LeSabre. New features this year
included a hidden radio antenna which amounted to two wires embedded in the windshield.
Both base and Custom models were again offered. Engines were revised with the standard
two-barrel V8 increased in horsepower from to A new option for was a low-compression

regular-fuel version of the four-barrel rated at horsepower and the high-compression premium
fuel four-barrel V8 was reworked with horsepower upped to on a Added to the lineup was a new
LeSabre line which shared interior and exterior trimmings with the LeSabre Custom and was
powered by Buick's new cubic-inch V8 with four-barrel carburetor, Transmission offerings
included a standard three-speed manual with column shift for the base two-barrel or optional
three-speed Turbo Hydra-matic automatic, which was standard equipment with the two
four-barrel engines. This transmission completely replaced the old two-speed automatic offered
with the smaller base engines in past years, while the was paired with the Turbo Hydra-matic
Buick now joined other GM divisions in marketing the automatic transmission under the Turbo
Hydra-matic trade name rather than the "Super Turbine" designation used since At the start of
the model year, variable-ratio power steering and power drum brakes were optional equipment.
Those items were made standard equipment on all LeSabres and Wildcats effective January 1,
Power front disc brakes remained an extra-cost option. For the first time since , Buick offered a
full-sized station wagon for under the Estate Wagon nameplate. The full-size cars emerged
larger and heavier than before and also ever after. The styling featured curved bodysides, long
hoods and wide expanses of glass, similar to that of Chrysler Corporation's full-sized cars, but
with a lower beltline than the Chrysler products. Semi-fastback rooflines were utilized on
two-door hardtop coupes and convertibles had a new top design to permit a full-width rear seat.
The same assortment of and cubic-inch V8s were carried over but featured lowered
compression ratios and other modifications in order to enable the use of lower-octane low-lead
or unleaded gasoline as a result of a General Motors corporate mandate. Variable-ratio power
steering and power front disc brakes were made standard equipment on all LeSabres at the
start of the model year. In March, the Turbo Hydramatic transmission became standard
equipment, and all Buick LeSabres would remain so equipped in base form until the
nameplate's final year in The new body also featured a double shell roof for improved roll-over
protection. Also new for '71 was a flow-through ventilation system utilizing vents mounted in
the trunklid shared with other full-sized GM cars and the compact Chevrolet Vega. It used the
heater fan to draw air into the car from the cowl intake, and force it out through vents in the
trunk lid or tailgate. In theory, passengers could enjoy fresh air even when the car was moving
slowly or stopped, as in heavy traffic. In practice, however, it didn't work. However, within
weeks of the models' debut, Buick and all other GM dealers received multiple complaints from
drivers who complained that the ventilation system pulled cold air into the car before the heater
could warm up and could not be turned off. The ventilation system was extensively modified for
Also new for the was an optional MaxTrac computerized traction control system. Inside was a
new wrap-around cockpit style instrument panel that placed all controls and instruments within
easy reach of the driver, along with easier serviceability with instruments and switches
accessible from the front when the faceplate was removed. The seats of a new full-foam design
with headrests more squared off than â€” Again, base and Custom model LeSabres were
offered in the same sedan and coupe bodystyles while the convertible was a Custom-only
offering. The LeSabre model line was dropped for with the larger engine now being offered as
an option on the regular base and Custom-series models. LeSabre Customs equipped with the
optional engine got a "" badge underneath the LeSabre nameplates on the front fenders instead
of the "Custom" badge normally used. A revised grille and taillights lenses were among the
styling changes for Interior trims received only slight revisions from A revised flow-through
ventilation system utilizing vents in the doorjambs replaced the troublesome system used in
with the trunklid vents. Both the and V8s were carried over from with horsepower ratings
switched the new SAE net figures based on an engine as installed in an automobile with
accessories and emission controls hooked up, rather than the gross horsepower method of
past years based upon a dynamometer rating from an engine not installed in a vehicle. With
that, the standard two-barrel V8 was rated at net horsepower compared to gross horsepower in
while the top V8 was rated at net horsepower in compared to in Engines were also revised to
meet the federal and California emission standards with California-bound cars receiving EGR
valves, which would be installed on engines of virtually all automobiles for nationwide sales in
Revised taillights were set in a larger rear bumper. Both the and V8s were revised with EGR
valves used on both federal and California-emission equipped cars. The LeSabre Custom
convertible was dropped this year leaving the short-lived Centurion as Buick's only ragtop that
year as the intermediate Skylark replaced by the Century for lost its ragtop completely after the
model year. The engine options continued largely unchanged. Four-door pillared and hardtop
sedans retained the same rooflines as but the two-door hardtop coupe featured a new roofline
with a side rear opera windows along with a small roll-down rear window. Inside, the instrument
panel was substantially revised but retained the wrap-around theme. A new and seldom ordered
option was an "Air Cushion Restraint System" which included driver- and passenger-side

airbags along with a unique four-spoke steering wheel. This option, also available on Electra s
and Rivieras as well as full-sized Oldsmobiles and Cadillacs, was not very popular and was
dropped after the model year. New integrated seat and shoulder belts were introduced this year
along with a federally mandated interlock system that required the driver and right front
passenger to buckle their seat belts in order to start the vehicle. The interlock was met with
such a major public outcry that Congress rescinded the interlock regulation in late after a few
early models were so equipped, permitting owners of all and the early models equipped with the
interlock system to legally disconnect it. The Luxus convertible also returned the ragtop to the
LeSabre line after a one-year absence and was Buick's only ragtop. Engine offerings were
revised for The two-barrel remained standard on all models with optional engines including a
four-barrel and four-barrel V8s, both carried over from with revisions to meet the emission
standards. New engine options for included a two-barrel and the Stage 1 "performance
package" which added dual exhausts, suspension upgrades and other equipment. New options
for included radial-ply tires, GM's High Energy Ignition and a "low fuel" warning light that
illuminated when the fuel tank was down to four gallons. This would be the final year for the
MaxTrac electronic traction control system as an option. The LeSabre was the first to require
use of unleaded gasoline, due to the advent of the catalytic converter. The LeSabre lineup
offered a coupe and two sedans while the LeSabre Custom lineup offered the coupe, two
sedans, and the only convertible in the Buick lineup. Engine offerings were reduced to just two:
the standard 5. The Buick LeSabre now featured a larger, cross-hatched patterned grille which
still ran the entire front of the car, dual headlights were once again set side by side instead of
individually. Turn signals were located within the front bumper. A Buick tri-shield hood
ornament was standard on the Custom Series and optional on the base series. The three-hole
'ventiports' were moved from the hood to the front fenders. Slightly larger but narrower
taillamps draped the back of the car with back-up lights positioned in the center broken up by
the license plate. Four-door pillared sedans received a new small third windows to emulate the
six-window "Colonnade" styling of GM intermediates while four-door hardtop sedans had new
opera windows. Otherwise, interior trimmings received only minor revisions. Convertible
production for both the LeSabre Custom and the Centurion convertibles were not very abundant
in the years to The rarest production in that time was the LeSabre Custom with just over 1, units
built, and the most produced was the Centurion with slightly over 5, units built. Due to this very
low production volume and the end of the full-size convertible era, this may make this series of
ragtop LeSabre Custom and Centurion Convertibles quite collectable - depending on the
vehicles' overall condition. The convertible mechanism used was called the 'scissor top' that
folded inward on itself, instead of straight back. This was featured on all GM full-size
convertibles from to Only minor styling changes highlighted the Buick LeSabre, which was the
final year for the vintage bodyshell, the unpopular and rarely-ordered driver- and
passenger-side airbag option, the V8 and hardtop bodystyles. Changes included rectangular
quad headlights placed into a unit with the turn signals set directly below and at the center was
a new classic egg-crate grille, no longer integrated with the headlights, making it more
prominent. The LeSabre was the only American full-size car with a standard V6 engine, which
was Buick's brand-new 3. The V6 was only offered on the base-level LeSabre and not mentioned
in initial Buick literature issued in September because the V6 engine was a last-minute addition
to the line. The cubic-inch V8 was the base engine on the LeSabre Custom and the cubic-inch
V8 was optional. Both V8s were optional on the base LeSabre. Unlike the full size Chevrolet and
other competing big coupes, Buick's full size LeSabre coupe was a true hardtop, with small rear
quarter windows that rolled down in addition to a larger third rear side "opera window" that was
fixed. Pontiac and Oldsmobile also offered the hardtop coupe in their lower-priced lines. The
full-sized cars were the beginning of a "corporate-wide" downsizing of vehicles in order to
improve fuel economy ratings following the energy crisis that would filter down to intermediates
in , personal-luxury cars in and compacts in with subsequent downsizings of each line of
vehicles scheduled in subsequent years. Although the Buick LeSabre was considerably smaller
on the outside, headroom, rear seat legroom and trunk space were increased over the much
larger model. The engine lineup consisted of an assortment of engines including the standard
cubic-inch Buick-built V6 and various optional powerplants including a Pontiac-built cubic-inch
V8, cubic-inch V8s built by both Buick and Oldsmobile, and an Oldsmobile cubic-inch V8. The
pillarless hardtop body styles were no longer available. Following a major downsizing and
redesign, the Buick LeSabre received only minor changes including new grillework. Only minor
changes including new grille and rear taillight patterns highlighted the LeSabre aside from the
top-level LeSabre Custom of previous years being renamed the LeSabre Limited. The LeSabre
Sport Coupe continued with the turbocharged V6 as standard equipment and a new option for
this model only were Strato bucket seats with center console. This would be the final year for

the Pontiac and Oldsmobile V8s on the option list. The cars were also a bit lighter in weight for
improved fuel economy along with the slightly more aerodynamic sheet metal which made the
models look a little bigger than their â€”79 counterparts but overall dimensions changed very
little. Engine offerings were shuffled a bit for with the standard Buick V6 and optional V8 carried
over from , with the Buick making its last appearance this year. The LeSabre Sport Coupe
continued with the four-barrel turbocharged V6 as its standard and only available powerplant.
The Sport Coupe was dropped from the line after along with the Turbo V6 engine due to slow
sales, but the Turbo V6 continued on the Regal and Riviera. Following the demise of the Buick
V8 after this year, Buick would only build V6 engines as a result of GM's emerging corporate
engine policy dictating types of engines built by various divisions for use throughout the
corporate lineup. According to the plan, Buick would build V6 engines, Pontiac would
manufacture four-cylinder powerplants, Chevrolet would build four-cylinder, V6 and V8 engines,
and V8s for larger and higher-priced cars would be sourced from Oldsmobile and Cadillac. This
meant that from onward, V8-powered Buicks would feature Oldsmobile engines, both gasoline
and diesel. Only minor grille and trim changes highlighted the LeSabre, still offered in base and
Limited models. The modified grille now had five rather than four rows of openings. All gasoline
engines received GM's "Computer Command Control" system to control fuel mixture, spark
advance, and emissions controls. New this year was a Turbo Hydra-Matic 4-R four-speed
automatic overdrive transmission paired with the gasoline V8 engine for improved highway fuel
economy. Few changes were made for the Buick LeSabre for other than revised grilles and trim
items. The base LeSabre sedan and coupe models were dropped for with the LeSabre Custom
now the entry-level model and paired with the upscale LeSabre Limited models in both coupe
and sedan models. Engine offerings in these two years included the standard Buick V6 or
optional V6, or optional Oldsmobile gasoline or Diesel V8s. New grilles and wider and lower
taillights were among the appearance changes for the Buick LeSabre, still offered in Custom
and Limited models. The V6 was dropped from the option list but all other engines returned
including the V6 standard on coupes and sedans , or optional Oldsmobile gasoline V8 standard
on wagons, optional on sedans and coupes and Oldsmobile Diesel V8 optional all models. It
was also the last LeSabre sedan and coupe to feature body-on-frame construction, V8 power
and Buick's traditional all-coil suspension the â€”96 Roadmaster sedans would also be similarly
built. Engine offerings included the standard V6 sedans and coupes or optional Olds V8 which
came as standard in the wagons and Oldsmobile diesel V8 available in all models. The LeSabre
was introduced on the new front wheel drive H platform , after departing from rear wheel drive
on the GM B platform. Joining the LeSabre on the H-body included the Oldsmobile Delta 88 and
the Pontiac Bonneville , which returned to full-size after a short-lived run as a mid-size on the G
platform. One of the features of the LeSabre version of the H-body was a reverse clamshell
hood - one that is hinged at the front in the same fashion as that of the Buick Electra and
Chevrolet Corvette of that era instead of at the back near the cowl and windshield. The all new
styling and implementation of front wheel drive ushered in a new era for the LeSabre, being of a
flush aerodynamic design. The most radical change may have been the removal of Buick's long
standing Ventiports from the front fenders. Most Buick LeSabre models from this generation
were powered by Buick's 3. The model, however, featured the 3. Each year yielded slightly
different design changes. In the 3. The LeSabre Grand National is among the rarest of all Buicks
ever made, with production numbers of less than units. It was only available in black with gray
interior. Beginning in and continuing for several years, the Buick LeSabre received accolades
from J. Power as one of the highest rated automobiles in customer satisfaction based on
factors such as quality and reliability. This generation saw the installation of Dynaride, which
was an air compressor that would pressurize the rear Chapman Struts to maintain a level overall
ride height. A badge was installed on the dashboard to the left of the steering column on all
vehicles equipped. It was not available on vehicles equipped with Gran Touring Suspension.
This LeSabre was introduced in for the model year, and was redesigned along the same lines as
the previous year's Park Avenue. The LeSabre was available only as a four-door " family -style"
sedan from this point forward until the car was discontinued in The headlights were streamlined
with a separated amber turn signal strip wrapping around the lower front fascia. The rear fascia
featured a wider trunk mouth and lower lift over height to ease loading baggage while the front
was smoothed with simplified chrome molding and absent bumperettes. The LeSabre also
featured GM's plastic body technologies, with high-stress plastic replacing traditional steel in
the front fenders. The LeSabre was offered in two trim levels. The Custom trim level was the
base level. The Limited was the premium trim level featuring alloy wheels, front hood ornament,
and fold down access panels in the rear seat to access the trunk. The car had an gallon fuel
tank, Anti-lock brakes , and a power radio antenna located in the rear passenger side quarter
panel. Instrumentation included gas gauge, speedometer, and gear indicator. Optional

instrumentation included a tachometer and temperature, oil pressure, and charging voltage
gauges. In , a special edition LeSabre was sold to commemorate Buick's 90th anniversary. In
addition to Custom trim level standard equipment, this model included "90th Anniversary"
badging, cassette player, cruise control, rear window defogger, power driver's seat, carpeted
floor mats, exterior pinstripes, and choice of wire or aluminum wheel covers. The LeSabre was
facelifted for , moving the turn signal indicators to the front bumper instead of the headlamp
assembly. A new gauge cluster with a tachometer appeared. The front fenders switched from
the composite material to a more conventional galvanized steel substrate. Other minor changes
also took effect, including a different grille, different rear backup lights and different trim. The
overall effect of these changes was that the models looked a little slimmer than their
predecessors. Despite the redesign of the exterior, one automotive magazine article around said
the interior was "something" meaning it was rather old-fashioned for a car from the mid-late s.
The LeSabre was introduced in March Some of the changes with the redesign included a new
grille that did not open with the hood, and slightly smaller exterior dimensions. Despite its
somewhat smaller exterior size, it still offered similar interior room and more trunk space than
the previous model. A pollen filter was installed with this generation, and was accessed from
inside the engine compartment on the passenger side against the firewall. Custom and Limited
trim levels continued to be offered. In , a Celebration Edition package was added in recognition
of Buick's centennial. The Celebration Edition featured all the standard equipment of the
Limited with a choice pearlescent White Diamond or Crimson Pearl tricoat paint schemes, a
blacked-out grille, 16" chrome wheels, and special badging. Other features optional or standard
on the LeSabre included Stabilitrak, OnStar , EyeCue heads-up display, all-weather traction
control, automatic load-leveling, side airbags, tire pressure monitoring system, heated seats,
dual-zone climate control, and RainSense automatic windshield wipers. Although created to
commemorate Buick's centennial in , the package remained available in and The standard, and
only available, engine for the eighth-generation LeSabre was the 3. The LeSabre was America's
best-selling full- size car when it was discontinued at the end of the model year. It was replaced
in by the Lucerne , Buick's newly designed flagship. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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positioned above GM's mainstream brands, while below the flagship luxury Cadillac division.
Buick's current target demographic according to The Detroit News is "the stylish, married
mother of two teenagers of a successful executive with family". Power studies". During this
same time period, most manufacturers were introducing V8 engines; Buick stayed with their
straight-6 and straight-8 until the first Buick V8 was introduced in , while other manufacturers
were using a V8 before World War II. Buick engines, with few exceptions, have always used
overhead valves which the company pioneered in the Buick Model B. In , Buick sold more than
1. Buick is one of the oldest automobile brands in the world and currently the oldest in the
United States. Autocar , founded in , is the oldest motor vehicle manufacturer in the western
hemisphere ; while originally an automobile maker, Autocar now builds heavy trucks.
Oldsmobile , also an early auto maker founded in , is now defunct; Studebaker was founded in ,
but did not begin producing automobiles until ; Mr. Ford produced his first car in but did not
start the Ford Motor Co. The first two Buick automobiles were made in and at the "Buick
Auto-Vim and Power Company" by chief-engineer Walter Marr , [2] but company owner David
Dunbar Buick was reluctant to begin making automobiles, being satisfied with stationary and
marine engine production, so Marr left Buick in to found his own automobile company under his
own name. His replacement was Eugene Richard, who applied for a patent in for Marr's
valve-in-head overhead valve engine, which patent, number ,, was awarded to Richard in the
name of Buick in Marr was rehired in Flint as chief engineer, to begin making automobiles in
production. That year, 37 Buick automobiles were made, production increasing to in , 1, in , 4, in
, and 8, in , taking the number one spot away from close competitors Oldsmobile, Ford , and
Maxwell. Buick had been financed by friend and fellow automobile enthusiast, Benjamin Briscoe
, who in September, sold control of the business to James H. Whiting moved Buick to Flint, to a
location across the street from his factory, with the idea of adding Buick's engines to his
wagons. The engine Buick and Marr developed for this automobile was a two-cylinder
valve-in-head engine of cubic inches, with each cylinder horizontal and opposed to the other by
degrees. Whiting built only a few automobiles in , the model B, before running out of capital,
causing him to bring in William C. Durant that year as controlling investor. Durant built a few
more model B's in , and greatly stepped up production for the model C in , and spent the next
four years turning Buick into the biggest-selling automobile brand in the US. During the 19th
century, Durant had made his fortune as co-owner, also in Flint, with Josiah Dallas Dort , of the
Durant-Dort Carriage Company , which by was the largest carriage-making company in the
country and one of the largest in the world. Buick continued car production in Jackson through
, when Factory 1 was completed in Flint. The Jackson plant continued production with Buick
trucks through In , Durant agreed to supply motors to R. McLaughlin in Canada, an auto maker,
and in he founded General Motors. Between and , two prototype vehicles were built [9] in
Detroit, Michigan by Walter Lorenzo Marr. Some documentation exists of the or prototype with
tiller steering [10] similar to the Oldsmobile Curved Dash. In mid, another prototype was
constructed for an endurance run, which convinced Whiting to authorize production of the first
models offered to the public. The first Buick made for sale, the horizontally opposed 2-cylinder
engine Model B , was built in Flint, Michigan at a re-purposed factory that was known as the
Flint Wagon Works. These vehicles were each constructed with the two known surviving
engines. The early success of Buick is attributed mainly to what it called the valve-in-head
engine, now known as the overhead valve OHV , engine [15] patented by Eugene Richard and
developed by Richard, Buick, and Marr. The basic design of the Buick was optimally engineered
even by today's standards. The flat-twin engine is inherently balanced, with torque presented to
the chassis in a longitudinal manner, actually cancelling front end lift, rather than producing
undesirable lateral motion. The engine was mounted amidships , now considered the optimal
location. Billy Durant was a natural promoter, and Buick soon became the largest car maker in
America. Using the profits from this, Durant embarked on a series of corporate acquisitions,
calling the new megacorporation General Motors. At first, the manufacturers comprising
General Motors competed against each other, but Durant ended that. He wanted each General
Motors division to target one class of buyer, and in his new scheme, Buick was near the
topâ€”only the Cadillac brand had more prestige, a ranking that Buick occupies currently in the
General Motors lineup. To save on resources, Buick vehicles shared a common platform, called
the GM A platform , that was shared with Chevrolet , Oakland , Oldsmobile and Cadillac. The
ideal Buick customer is comfortably well off, possibly not quite rich enough to afford a Cadillac,
nor desiring the ostentation of one, but definitely in the market for a car above the norm. At first,
Buick followed the likes of Napier in automobile racing , winning the first-ever race held at
Indianapolis Motor Speedway. The first full-size Buick to join the smaller Model B was in , when
the Buick Model D was introduced with a four-cylinder This was one of the only cars with side
valves that Buick ever made. In , Buick introduced the Model 10 with an OHV four-cylinder

engine [23] followed in , with their first closed-body car, the Buick Six , [24] that followed the
same bodystyle that first appeared at Cadillac, and four years ahead of Ford. The car was built
at the all-new factory in Flint which later became known as Buick City. One of the larger
vehicles, with straight-six, was the Buick Master Six. In the s and s, Buick was a prestige brand
in the Republic of China with brand driven by or for high level politicians and the Emperor. In ,
as part of General Motors' companion make program , Buick Motor Division launched the
Marquette sister brand, designed to bridge the price gap between Buick and Oldsmobile ;
however, Marquette was discontinued in Buick debuted two major achievements for the model
year, the OHV Buick Straight-8 engine and a synchromesh transmission in all models but the
Series The Series 60 engine was a cu. Cadillac had previously introduced the Cadillac Type 51
with a flathead V8 engine in which made usage of an eight-cylinder engine a luxury feature. The
Series 80 and Series 90 used a cu. Automatic vacuum-operated spark advance was another new
feature replacing the steering column mounted spark lever although an emergency lever was
now dash mounted. Buick scored another first in when it became the first company to introduce
turn signals , which did not appear on other car brands until almost a decade later. It was GM's
top brand in Canada. In the s and s Cadillac and Buick vehicles were popular with long-distance
passenger service operators e. Four cylinders, in line, OHV, to It was related to the Chevrolet
Inline-4 engine. Buick Straight-6 engine , in line, OHV, to cu. Buick Straight-8 engine , in line,
OHV, to cu. Due to World War II, automobile production stopped in By the fall of , automobile
production resumed. In , the Dynaflow automatic transmission was first offered by Buick. In ,
Buick had its best model year sales to date with , vehicles sold; a record that would hold until In
, Buick's new cu. V8 engine in the Electra and Invicta. An Electra also paced the Indianapolis
race that year. An Electra paced the Daytona race in both and In , a new Fireball V6 engine was
introduced and the Skylark nameplate returned as top model of the new Special compact car
line. Also in , Wildcat was introduced as a trim level on Invicta and became its own model the
following year. In the Riviera was introduced as its own model. In the mids Buick started
officially selling German-built Opel cars through its North American dealerships. For , radial
tires became available as an option on all full-size Buicks. The s saw a number of new models
added to the Buick lineup including the Estate Wagon as its own model in , Centurion in , Apollo
in , and Skyhawk in A Buick Century paced the Indianapolis race not once but twice in the mid
s. For , Buick began selling rebadged Isuzu Geminis as Opels to replace the Opel Kadett models
it had previously marketed. The following year, Electra and LeSabre were redesigned and
downsized and the Buick brand saw its best model year sales to date with , vehicles sold. Buick
model year sales broke another record in with , vehicles sold. In the s, Buick's lineup saw
several changes including the downsizing of various models. In , Lloyd Reuss was appointed as
general manager and further pushed Buick into turbocharging, racing, and performance
production cars, building momentum which continued a number of years after his departure in
as he headed toward a brief term as GM president. In , the T-Type performance trim is
introduced on the Riviera. Regal was the official pace car of the Indianapolis race in In , the
Grand National high performance package is first offered on Regal. A soft-top Riviera helped
lead the return of the convertible, which had disappeared from domestic lineups in The
following year, a Riviera convertible with a twin-turbo V6 paced Indy Also in , Buick had its best
model year to date with , vehicles sold. The first pilot Buick is produced at "Buick City", a
state-of-the art assembly center built inside the walls of Buick's home plant at Flint. Buick had
its best model year sales to date with , vehicles sold plus Buick worldwide sales topped one
million for the first time. In , the Somerset was introduced as its own model. Also, the Electra
coupe and sedan were redesigned and converted to front-wheel drive and were initially powered
by a carbureted 3. Each was mated to a 4-speed automatic transmission with a 0. The 3. During
the to model years, the Electra name also continued to be used on the rear-wheel drive B-body
"Estate" station wagon. Buick-powered cars won pole and second position in qualifying for
Indianapolis Over the next few years, Buick engines would set a number of stock-block records
and twice would power a third or more of the car Indy field 11 in and 12 in The top-line LeSabre
Limited became the LeSabre Limited Collectors Edition to mark the end of an era for the
rear-wheel drive coupe and sedan; engine offerings included the standard V6 sedans and
coupes or optional Olds V8 or Oldsmobile diesel V8. In , the LeSabre was introduced on the new
front wheel drive H platform , after departing from rear wheel drive on the GM B platform. One of
the most striking features of the new LeSabre was the hood was hinged towards the front
instead of towards the back near the cowl and windshield in the same fashion as that of the
Buick Electra and Chevrolet Corvette of that era. The all new styling and implementation of front
wheel drive ushered in a new era for the LeSabre, being of a flush aerodynamic design. Most
radical may have been the removal of Buick's long standing Ventiports from the front fenders.
The LeSabre Grand National is among the rarest of all Buicks ever made, with production

numbers of less than units. It was only available in black with gray interior. It used the TurboHydramatic T4 automatic with a 2. The CRT controlled the vehicle's climate control system and
stereo, and also supplied advanced instrumentation such as a trip computer and maintenance
reminder feature. Four-wheel disc brakes were standard. With a choice of three suspension
packages available, up to the performance oriented FE3 setting, handling was notably
improved. Downsizing also resulted in a dimensional similarity to smaller, less expensive
offerings from GM. The smaller dimensions, generic styling, and lack of a V8 led to Riviera sales
plummeting to 22, for It would also be the last year for the rear-wheel drive Regal. General
manager Ed Mertz promoted the new "Premium American Motorcars" theme which focused
Buick marketing on the various qualities that made the marque famous. In , Buick was the
official car of the U. Olympic Team. The Reatta two-seater was introduced, to be followed two
years later by a convertible. Also in , Regal was downsized and converted to front-wheel drive.
In , a new Electra trim level was offered called the Park Avenue Ultra. The Ultra was essentially
an upgrade to the Electra Park Avenue, and featured a standard leather trimmed interior with
dual way power front seats shared with Cadillac's restyled Fleetwood Sixty Special , lower-body
accent exterior paint treatment, distinctive thick-padded vinyl top with limousine-style
rear-window surround available only on Ultra , simulated burled elm trim on the doors and
instrument panel, unique aluminum wheels, anti-lock brakes, chromed B-pillar moldings,
specific grille and tail lamps, leather-wrapped steering wheel, electronic instrumentation,
padded glove-compartment door, unique interior door panel trim, and a variety of otherwise
minor changes. With its long list of standard equipment, the Park Avenue Ultra carried a higher
base price than Cadillac's Sedan de Ville. The Riviera was also restyled for , adding 11 inches to
its overall length. In , the first Reatta convertible was produced. In , Buick led the industry in
improvement in sales and market share. A new four-door Regal came to market for , the first
Regal sedan since Buick also introduced a supercharged 3. Supercharging became so popular
at Buick that by the new millennium, Buick was the leading marketer and industry leader of
supercharged cars. The Roadmaster was first offered as a wagon only and then a sedan was
added for For , the popular LeSabre was redesigned along the same lines as the previous year's
Park Avenue. In , a special edition LeSabre was sold to commemorate Buick's 90th anniversary.
In addition to Custom trim level standard equipment, this model included "90th Anniversary"
badging, cassette player, cruise control, rear window defogger, power driver's seat, carpeted
floor mats, exterior pinstripes, and choice of wire or aluminum wheel covers. In , after a hiatus
in , the Riviera returned with radical styling that departed from the previous generations' more
traditional image. In , both the Roadmaster sedan and wagon were discontinued. In , after 95
years in Flint, Buick headquarters was moved to Detroit. A reorganization at the division split
sales from marketing. In , the last of nearly 16 million Buicks was built in Flint's Buick City. The
last car, a LeSabre, rolled off the assembly line on June 29 that year. In a major independent
quality study, Buick ranked 2 and top domestic among 37 international brands and Buick City
shared top world position among automotive assembly plants. With sales of all coupes
declining in the North American market, GM decided to discontinue the Riviera. The final cars
had special silver paint and trim, and were denoted "Silver Arrow" [34] models, a designation
which hearkened back to several Silver Arrow show cars that had been built off Riviera bodies
by Bill Mitchell. The eighth-generation Rivieras received the most powerful V6 Buick engine
since the Grand Nationals of the s. In , Buick headed into the new millennium with a redesigned
LeSabre best-selling U. Since the first Detroit experimental car of â€”, and first Flint production
car of , more than 35 million Buicks had been built. Some of the changes with the redesign
included a new grille that did not open with the hood, and slightly smaller exterior dimensions.
Despite its somewhat smaller exterior size, it still offered similar interior room and more trunk
space than the previous model. In , the Buick Centieme crossover concept car commemorated
Buick Motor Division's th anniversary. Some of the Centieme's exterior design and interior
features would later appear on the Enclave crossover. The Super name had also returned after a
year absence as a new performance trim level on LaCrosse and Lucerne. The brand's total
overall sales slipped in the United States, and, with a reputation for primarily appealing to older
buyers, rumors circulated throughout this decade that the Buick marque would be
discontinued. During General Motors Chapter 11 reorganization and emergence in , the
company designated Buick as a "core brand", citing the division's success in China. The Opel
Insignia was originally intended to become the second-generation Saturn Aura , but instead
became the new Buick Regal. The s saw the return of a classic Buick nameplate Regal as well
as the addition of several new ones. The decade also saw the brand's first hatchback since ,
first factory convertible since , and first station wagon since In January , Buick unveiled the new
LaCrosse sedan, an all new styling direction which included traditional Buick cues. The market
responded positively to the LaCrosse and reviews favorably compared it luxury models such as

the Lexus ES. For , the all-new Verano , which was a compact sedan based on the Chevrolet
Cruze , joined the lineup. Additionally, the performance-oriented Regal GS officially went on
sale and became the first Buick in almost 20 years to be offered with a manual transmission and
a turbocharger. Meanwhile, sales of the Enclave crossover remained strong. Also in , a
turbocharged version of the Verano was introduced and the Enclave was redesigned for the
model year. Buick also confirmed that the Envision compact crossover would be sold in North
America starting summer The Verano compact sedan was dropped from the Buick lineup in
North America in For , Buick replaced the Regal sedan with an all-new model offering hatchback
and station wagon body styles. This new Regal was the first hatchback from Buick for the North
American market since the Skyhawk and the first station wagon since the Roadmaster. A
sub-brand was also added in to accompany Buick, with the Avenir badge being applied to its
top of the line level trims, utilizing the same strategy as GMC's successful Denali sub-brand.
The Regal hatchback and station wagon were discontinued for the North American market in
For the model year, Buick's North American lineup consists of the Encore subcompact
crossover, the Encore GX compact crossover, the Envision compact crossover, and the Enclave
mid-size crossover. Buick Excelle GX. Buick Envision S. Buick has a long history of creating
intriguing concept cars dating back to the Y-Job, the industry's first concept car, of Its most
recent concepts, both electric vehicles , are the Buick Enspire concept unveiled in April and the
Buick Electra concept which was unveiled in September The Buick Trishield is rooted in the
ancestral coat of arms of the automaker's founder, David Dunbar Buick. That crest was a red
shield with a checkered silver and azure diagonal line from the upper left to lower right, a stag
above, and a punctured cross below. The division adopted this on its radiator grilles in In , the
logo underwent a major overhaul. Its single shield was replaced by a trio in red, white, and
blueâ€”denoting the LeSabre , Invicta , and Electra then in the Buick lineup. It was supplanted
by the Buick Hawk in the s, but the trishield reemerged in the s, simplified, but with its same
patriotic colors. The Trishield with red, white, and blue features, was simplified in , but the
colors have returned representing the current trio of vehicles in the Buick marque for sedans
and crossovers. However, the Trishield enjoys its even more distilled and emboldened tri-color
form. A traditional Buick styling cue dating to is a series of three or four 'vents' on the front
fenders behind the front wheels. The source of this design feature was a custom car of Buick
stylist Ned Nickles, which in addition had a flashing light within each hole, each synchronized
with a specific spark plug to simulate the flames from the exhaust stack of a fighter airplane.
Combined with the bombsight mascot introduced in , Nickle's custom Buick invoked an
imaginary fighter airplane. The flashing light feature was not used by Buick in production. The
Buick Sales brochure stated the following " However, sometime during the model year this
attribute was discontinued and the VentiPorts became non-functional. When introduced in ,
there were only 2 model lines; the higher priced Roadmaster had 4 ports per side, the lower
series Super had 3. This was echoed over the next few years. By '54, Buick had added the
Special and Century model lines, and although the Century and Super both used the same
engine as the top-line Roadmaster, only the Roadmaster wore 4 VentiPorts. And the ' Skylark
had none. Buick was not entirely consistent with how they applied the styling feature, so
theories that their count was tied to engine or body shell size is not factually consistent. It is
more accurate that Buick tied the Ventiport count to the model line, and that was dependent on
the year in question. For example, in '55 the Century and Super were both 'promoted' to 4
VentiPorts per side, despite the fact that the Century was sharing the smaller body shell with
the '3-holer' Special. Buick temporarily dropped the VentiPorts for model years and But by
model year , they were back. In , Buick introduced the first V6 engine installed in an American
passenger car, called the Fireball V6 in the Buick Special , and three VentiPorts appeared on the
side. This still was not tied to cylinder count however, as the V8 LeSabres continued to carry 3
Ports per side. Also during this era, Buick used what the '67 Buick GS brochure called "vertical
VentiPorts" to describe trim details seen on the lower half of front fenders on the Skylarks and
Wildcat lines. The specialty Riviera model had neither, akin to the ' Skylark. VentiPorts were
used on most models over the next 2 decades. For the first time it seemed Buick was tying
VentiPort count to the number of cylinders; the V6 Lucernes had three on each side, while V8s
had four on each side. Modern and edgy compared to the oval ones that adorned Buicks for
years, the new VentiPorts have become a Buick-wide talisman again. The newly designed
VentiPorts appear on every Buick model from onward. At one time, a letter from Buick surfaced
that was a response to an inquiry regarding the name of the ports. The official name, according
to the letter, was "Cruiserline VentiPorts". Another styling cue from the s through the s was the
Sweepspear , a curved trim line running almost the length of the car. Introduced as an option on
the Buick Roadmaster Riviera hardtop coupe, the original Sweepspear was a chrome-plated
steel rub strip which began level over the front wheel, gently curved down across the front

fender and door, dove nearly to the rocker panel just ahead of the rear wheel, then flared up and
over the rear wheel before leveling off again into a straight run back to the tail-light. The shape
of the feature shows similarities to the Jaguar XK , with the feature running the length of the car
in both examples. The "Riviera trim", as it was initially called, was made available on the
Roadmaster convertible very late in the '49 model year. It proved so popular that by the model
year it was made a standard feature on all Buicks. During the two-tone color craze of the s, it
separated two different color areas. In time, the Sweepspear became stainless steel, then a vinyl
rub strip or simple character line in the sheetmetal, as hinted in some versions of the Buick
Riviera , distinct on the Skylark, and appearing on the Invicta concept car. Often optional trim
was available to reinforce a plain character line in the bodywork. The feature was re-introduced
with the 2nd generation Buick LaCrosse. The Buick was marketed beginning in September , just
as the space age began with the launching of Sputnik I on October 4 of that year. This Buick
was nicknamed "the king of chrome " and had rear tailfins reminiscent of a rocket ship. During
the s, the characteristic form of the Buick taillamps was a tier of small, circular bullet-shapes. In
the early s, most models began to evolve a wide, rectangular pattern, until the Skylark and
Electra models appeared with full-width rear lamps. Since then, wide taillamps have been a
Buick hallmark, usually consisting of four bulbs on each side. The brake light illumination uses
the two outer bulbs, while the two inner bulbs remain as tail lights. The Buick styling cue dating
from the â€” period that has most often reappeared, though, is for the grille to be a horizontal
oval with many, thin, vertical chromed ribs bulging forward. This has sometimes been called the
Buick "dollar grin" particularly on the early s models, which had thick, highly polished ribs that
somewhat resembled teeth. The model took this tooth theme to its extreme as the teeth crossed
over the bumper exposing the "grin". The model reined in the theme, bringing the teeth back
behind the bumper. In recent years, Buick has adopted a waterfall grille , as seen on the Buick
Velite concept car from and first used in production with the Buick Lucerne introduced for the
model year. This waterfall grille bears some resemblance to grilles of Buicks from the s, such as
the Grand National. The Buick V8 engine , nicknamed the Nailhead because of its relatively
small intake and exhaust valves which resembled nails, became popular with hot-rodders in the
s and s, because the vertical attachment of the valve covers , in contrast to the angled
attachment of other V8 engines , enabled the engine to fit into smaller spaces while maintaining
easy access for maintenance. In addition to premium and luxury vehicles, Buick has also been
well known for its offerings of high performance cars. Buick is one of China's most popular,
best selling automobiles. Since , a Buick Regal for China has been produced and sold by
Shanghai GM and has proven to be popular among upscale, professional families, establishing
Buick as one of the most popular vehicle brands in China. Many Buicks for the local market are
equipped with smaller more fuel efficient engines with double overhead camshafts, than those
with overhead valves in the same nameplate for the American market. GM Taiwan was founded
in August In the early s, Buick, along with other GM brands, was very popular and frequently
seen on Taiwanese streets. Park Avenue , 3rd and 4th generation Regal , and 6th generation
Skylark used to be sold in Taiwan. In December , General Motors signed a memorandum of
understanding with Yulon , a firm based in Taiwan , for the licensed manufacture of Buick
vehicles there. Buicks were sold in Mexico from to , when a protectionist policy on behalf of the
government restricted the percentage of imported parts that could be used in the manufacture
of vehicles and the sale of imported cars. From then onwards, all GM products were sold by
Chevrolet dealerships. In , after a heavy modification to the protectionist policy of the sixties,
GM started assembling the Buick Century in Mexico, at the plant in Ramos Arizpe , in the state
of Coahuila , just south of Texas , and selling it through Mexican Chevrolet dealerships, so it
was not uncommon for many people to call it "Chevrolet Century". In , GM stopped selling
Buicks in Mexico and the brand was not sold there until With the announcement in of the
elimination of the Pontiac brand, it was speculated that Buicks would be sold once again in
Mexico, since there was a large network of Pontiac-GMC dealerships already in place. On July
24, , Grace Lieblein, the new president of GM in Mexico, revealed that the Buick brand would be
available in Mexico in late September of that year, after an absence of a dozen years, with the
LaCrosse and the Enclave models. Buick shared the dealership floor with Pontiac and GMC
until the Pontiac brand faded away in the summer of On March 26, , Buick announced that the
Mexican division will offer only crossovers Encore, Envision, and Enclave. UMI , which also
imports other GM vehicles. Buicks were sold throughout the Middle East until the
second-generation Buick Roadmaster was discontinued. Buick were also sold in the Gulf
Cooperation Council markets until after the 8th gen Buick Roadmaster got discontinued. Buicks
were once sold in New Zealand. For many years, Buick was a substitute for Chevrolet in
automobile racing. No earlier than the s, Buick was a competitor in the Indianapolis , and like
almost every other American manufacturer also participated in the Grand National stock car

racing series using its Regal and later the Gran Sport. The golden age of Buick in motorsport,
however, was the early to late s. The s, however, proved to be the end of Buick's reign in
motorsports, as GM replaced it for many years with Oldsmobile before phasing out that marque
in Oldsmobile would be replaced by Pontiac until its demise in , being replaced by Chevrolet.
Buicks were also entered in the Trans Am Series in the s and s using aftermarket V8 engines.
The Buick Club of America , founded in , is a non-profit organization dedicated to the
preservation and restoration of automobiles built by the Buick Motor Division of General Motors
Corporation. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see Buick disambiguation.
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